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YOU’VE GOT RHYTHM: CURRICULUM PLANNING AND TEACHING RHYTHM AT WORK IN THE LEGAL WRITING CLASSROOM

Debra Moss Curtis

I. INTRODUCTION

With increasing frequency, attention is being given to the methods and style of teaching the law, and to the educational knowledge of law teachers necessary for their development. While teachers in many other areas of higher education are required to take credit hours in education courses, that requirement or focus on pedagogy itself has not yet fully spilled over to legal educational professionals. In addition, although law professors, have been encouraged to think and learn about the law, they generally have long since accepted the Socratic method as a primary manner of teaching. Recently information about students’ learning styles, and corresponding teaching methods have become a more fluent part of law professors’ discussions and planning.

1 Debra Moss Curtis is an Assistant Professor of Law at the Shepard Broad Law Center, Nova Southeastern University, in Ft. Lauderdale, FL. She teaches Lawyering Skills and Values I and II; Secured Transactions; Law Office Management; Criminal Procedure.
4 Friedland, supra note 2, at 1.
5 Friedland, supra note 2, at 3.
The purpose of this article is to examine an educational perspective of different teaching styles, and discuss how these styles operate specifically in the legal writing classroom. It will introduce some educational perspectives on teaching styles, curriculum planning and teaching “rhythm” and apply these styles to the legal writing classroom. Finally, it offers some conclusions and recommendations to bring to the teaching of legal writing.

II. TEACHING STYLES

Teachers bring a multitude of styles to the classroom. With those styles come different ways of implementing a key aspect of teaching: course-planning. Students often focus on the personal style of teachers, rather than on the substantive content of courses. This section of the article will first detail one scholar’s depiction of different methods of faculty presence, followed by different approaches to course-planning based on style, as well as on different rhythms of teaching based upon those styles. Why consider teaching style and how it plays out in the legal writing classroom? Self-assessment in the form of learning about pedagogy can serve to impact the classroom situation between teachers and students in a variety of positive ways. Since there is little emphasis on those becoming law teachers to formally study the educational process, there is often not a clear connection between the course planning and teaching rhythm of those teaching in legal education, particularly legal writing, so as to reach students in the best ways, and encourage and facilitate learning for students of many different styles.

A. Five Teaching Styles

In his 1996 book, Teaching with Style, Anthony Grasha discussed the methods and qualities of becoming a better teacher. Grasha charted some approaches to “Identifying the Elements of Style” in the classroom, which include teaching methods employed, behaviors common to all college faculty, roles teachers play, archetypal forms, and personality traits. However, he identified five teaching styles as being “prevalent aspects” of all “faculty presence” in classrooms.

The first style is that of the “expert.” An expert has both information and expertise necessary to students, and works to convey that knowledge to them. Experts focus on transmitting

---

5 Instructional Design and Teaching Styles, Indiana State University Center for Teaching and Learning, available at http://web.indstate.edu/cti/styles/id1.html (last visited Apr. 16, 2005) [hereinafter Instructional Design].
6 Anzalone, supra note 3, at 326.
information to students, and challenging students to be well prepared and competent. While the advantage of using experts is their expertise, experts may inadvertently intimidate less-experienced students, and fail to focus on the process of arriving at the answer rather than simply the end knowledge produced.

Second is the "formal authority" that has gained a certain status with students based on his or her role as a member of the faculty. Those who exhibit this style focus on relaying to students standards for accomplishing goals, and providing students with a structure to reach their goals. Those with formal authority also concern themselves with providing feedback, establishing expectations, and focusing on student conduct. While this method usually sets clear boundaries for students, it may also be a less flexible way of managing students' needs.

Those who teach by example exhibit the "personal model" of guiding students. Teachers in the personal model guide students by exemplifying and encouraging students to emulate their approach to learning. This style has the positive attribute of providing a role model and involving students in close observation, but students may feel inadequate if they cannot meet the
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instructor's personal level of achievement in style.

A "facilitator," the fourth approach, emphasizes personal student-teacher interactions. Facilitators guide students not by personal example, but rather by asking questions, encouraging option exploration and utilizing alternatives, and developing criteria by which to make choices. Facilitators operate much like consultants and focus on students' goals and personal differences. However, this style is extremely time-consuming for teachers.

The last style is that of the "delegator," who directs students to work autonomously. When a teacher is a delegator, students work independently, with access to the teacher in the form of a resource. While students realize great academic gains by acting independently, this style may also cause anxiety, or students may simply not be ready to work on their own.

Grasha warns that typecasting of faculty members can cause unintended negative effects on teaching. First, when teachers receive feedback that their style is well suited to them and their work, they may become unwilling to explore other styles that may also work well for them. Second, teachers may then begin to apply one teaching style across the board, to any classes or material taught, rather than taking into account course content,

15 GRASHA, supra note 10, at 154.
16 GRASHA, supra note 10, at 154.
17 GRASHA, supra note 10, at 154.
18 GRASHA, supra note 10, at 154.
19 GRASHA, supra note 10, at 154.
20 GRASHA, supra note 10, at 154.
21 GRASHA, supra note 10, at 154.
22 GRASHA, supra note 10, at 154.
23 GRASHA, supra note 10, at 154.
students, and environment, all of which should be part of an instructor’s approach.\textsuperscript{12} The use of different teaching methods within a single class is always preferable to sameness of approach.\textsuperscript{13}

B. \textbf{Four Course-Design Styles}

In addition to teacher’s style in the classroom, the Center for Teaching and Learning at Indiana State University has outlined four different curriculum-planning methods that teachers may use, either exclusively or in combination.\textsuperscript{14} Although these approaches are presented in the context of starting points in planning web-based education, these styles can be applied throughout teaching.\textsuperscript{15}

While the subject matter taught in a course has been called “crucial” to the success of distance education courses,\textsuperscript{16} arguably, the importance extends to traditional classrooms. The planning of course parts to work together has been studied extensively, but one conclusion has been stated: if classes are to be “memorable,” they must be “crafted.”\textsuperscript{17} A study of excellence in college teaching revealed that students’ favorite courses had “clear connections” between aims, activities and learning goals.\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{11} \textit{Grasha}, supra note 10, at 7.
\textsuperscript{12} \textit{Grasha}, supra note 10, at 7.
\textsuperscript{14} \textit{Teaching Styles, supra note 8} (citing \textit{Grasha}, supra note 10, at 155).
\textsuperscript{15} \textit{Teaching Styles, supra note 8} Specifically, the Center for Learning and Teaching’s website deals with designing web pages for web-based courses.
\textsuperscript{16} \textit{Instructional Design, supra note 6}.
\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Instructional Design, supra note 6.}
\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Instructional Design, supra note 6.}

One important consideration is that some educators distinguish teaching styles by the materials made available to students. One such examination has identified four material distribution (or lack thereof) types: presentation — prepared slides for display during the lecture which are available to students before or after class; public notes — the content of the lecture is available for students as a guide during the lecture; private notes — to guide the lecturer, but not available to students; and discussion — classroom sessions based on a publicly available agenda to highlight topics.\textsuperscript{19} These distinctions also may be considered in any of the teaching methods discussed below. The four methods discussed are not necessarily exclusive, but as discussed in Part III of this article, should be used by teachers to find an effective combination.

Curriculum and instruction themselves require discussion. What is curriculum? Educators have struggled with putting a precise definition to this generic word for years.\textsuperscript{20} Most often, written plans having to do with sets of subjects, taught in school, course content, and programs of studies are considered “the curriculum.”\textsuperscript{21} It may be considered narrowly, as in what subjects are to be taught, or more broadly, such as the general overall experience of learners.\textsuperscript{22} One specific definition of curriculum has

\textsuperscript{20} PETER F. OLIVA, DEVELOPING THE CURRICULUM 2 (6th ed. 2005).
\textsuperscript{21} Id. at 3.
\textsuperscript{22} Id.
divided it into four elements: first, the program of studies for students; second, the program of experiences for students; third, the program of services for students; and last, a "hidden curriculum." This last concept is meant to encompass values promoted by the school, including the physical and social climate.

Curriculum must be compared with instruction — commonly, curriculum is "what" students are taught, while instruction is "how" students are taught. The understanding of curriculum and instruction are interesting in the law school setting. On the macro level, law schools are not entirely self-regulated — they must pass inspection by the American Bar Association for accreditation. Looking more closely within the law school environment, some law schools have legal writing programs that have directors organizing "what" is taught, the curriculum, while leaving "how" the material is taught, the instruction, to each individual instructor. Other law schools have "Directorless" programs in which each person teaching legal writing may have more direct input into the "what" as well as the "how."

These curriculum-planning styles were developed to assist teachers in making "thoughtful decisions" about the manner in which they organize course material, something which is seen as critical to students. They are meant as starting points in planning classroom experiences.

1. Formal Authority Approach

The first approach to course planning is the "formal authority" approach. The formal authority approach focuses on content, and on defining the "theories, principles, concepts, or terms" that students are to learn, as well as organizing these ideas in course goals or objectives in a particular order. Formal-authority teachers generally will start the process of planning with goals, which are broad statements of the aims of the course, to create a framework for the work at issue. Goals are designed to give purpose and value, rather than to detail course objectives, which may have precise, measurable outcomes. Formal-authority planners may derive goals from several sources, including external factors, such as graduate school or professional societies' expectations; or internal factors, such as student evaluations, and internal school expectations; or even personal factors, such as

43 Id. at 4.
44 Id.
45 OLIVIA, supra note 40, at 7.
those taken from the teacher’s own beliefs.\textsuperscript{53}

The formal-authority approach uses specific lesson plans to share the goals with the students and ensure their achievement.\textsuperscript{54} After defining goals, the approach dictates that objectives for each major goal are defined. Compared with broad, sweeping goals, objectives are “precise and clearly stated knowledge, skills, and attitudes that define successful accomplishment of the goal.”\textsuperscript{55}

Typically, objectives will describe behavior by the students that is concrete and measurable.\textsuperscript{56}

Objectives may be written in many formats. They generally describe levels of expected performance, and may be divided into lessons.\textsuperscript{57} Lesson content generally starts with an overview, and then covers material in a logical order specific to the subject matter.\textsuperscript{58} The activities should result in the accomplishment of the objectives, while being feasible and accessible for all students.\textsuperscript{59}

Last, the formal authority approach must have the essential element of evaluation, which should be closely linked to objectives and activities of the course.\textsuperscript{60} There are two general categories for evaluation of the students — formative and summative.\textsuperscript{61}

\textsuperscript{53} Id.
\textsuperscript{54} Formal Authority Approach, supra note 49.
\textsuperscript{55} Formal Authority Approach, supra note 49.
\textsuperscript{56} Formal Authority Approach, supra note 49.
\textsuperscript{57} Formal Authority Approach, supra note 49.
\textsuperscript{58} Formal Authority Approach, supra note 49.
\textsuperscript{59} Formal Authority Approach, supra note 49. That is, such order may be chronological, topical, etcetera.
\textsuperscript{60} Formal Authority Approach, supra note 49.
\textsuperscript{61} Formal Authority Approach, supra note 49.

Formative evaluations are on-going evaluations which provide feedback to students to improve performance as they work on material throughout the course.\textsuperscript{62} By contrast, summative evaluations measure whether students met the objectives by the conclusion of a course.\textsuperscript{63}

2. Demonstrator Approach

The demonstrator approach focuses on performance of certain standards by the students, within clearly defined steps and through situations based on the practical field.\textsuperscript{64} Students are given specific tasks to accomplish, and are graded on their success in completing the task.\textsuperscript{65} In this way, emphasis is clearly on being “able to do,” and not on “knowing about,” certain subjects.\textsuperscript{66}

While this task oriented approach is more common in laboratory settings, it also is used to teach other kinds of skills.\textsuperscript{67} In planning these lessons, the most important point is the model that demonstrates successful performance.\textsuperscript{68} Step-by-step listings of actions necessary to complete tasks must first be given, and then the lesson must be organized according to the steps required of the

\textsuperscript{62} Formal Authority Approach, supra note 49.
\textsuperscript{63} Formal Authority Approach, supra note 49.
\textsuperscript{65} Id.
\textsuperscript{66} Id.
\textsuperscript{67} Id.
\textsuperscript{68} Id.
task. Those professors teaching through the demonstrator approach may also actually demonstrate the procedure themselves.

Overall, this approach integrates core knowledge of concepts, principles and theories into the tasks, taking the approach that these basic concepts are better learned through performing tasks themselves. Evaluation is both based on success at each task, and the ability to move through the steps, and the overall performance goal reached.

3. Facilitator Approach

The facilitator approach places the most emphasis on having students learn skills rather than content. The focus of this approach is to teach a student "how to learn a subject" rather than to teach specific facts or rote memorization. Students are taught to develop personal learning habits and complete activities to accomplish this goal. The goal of this approach is to have students perform competently in practical steps. Course content,

while essential, is not the principal focus; rather it is problem solving and the resources needed to accomplish it that form the core of the content.

Planning a facilitator-based course requires organizing around the phases of learning that students will encounter. Students will need to assess their personal characteristics and knowledge, reflect on the subject matter, and then have an understanding of specific learning skills, and how to apply these skills.

Generally, students are evaluated in this approach by their ability to produce a product, rather than on the ability to respond to a test of specific information. Self-assessment of learning abilities also is paramount in having students successfully assess their progress.

4. Delegator Approach

The delegator approach focuses on the personal growth of students, rather than on specific content, procedures, or skills. This approach shapes the personal development of students as whole persons through learning. But the approach does not
attribute the growth simply to the course that is designed, but rather to a specific vision of what that course should accomplish and how students should improve as learners.44

Teachers script lessons in the delegator model; that is, the model is focused on starting students on the process of working through problems and situations that model a desired end result.45 For example, if students are to be taught to be socially appropriate, the lessons must interact with students using those social skills.46

Evaluation of students is accomplished through self-reflection and improvement, assisted by the successful completion of specific projects that can demonstrate growth in real-world competence.47

C. The Four Teaching Rhythms

The academic world is one of rhythms and schedules. While organized around a reoccurring year, individual classes have their own individual rhythms — whether weekly or daily — that students can recognize.48 Creating a rhythm can help a teacher organize classroom activities to best meet their curriculum goals. Each of the above teaching approaches has a rhythm that can compliment and accomplish the needs of the approach.

44 Id.
45 Id.
46 Id.
47 Id.
48 Delegator Approach, supra note 82.
students consistently follow to accomplish formal pre-set goals.

2. The Demonstrator Rhythm

This skills based approach to content also organizes instruction around a series of steps requiring performance, particularly the development of sets of skills.95 Each step is generally modeled and then performed by students before moving on to the next step.96

Therefore, the units or semesters are organized fully around the sets of skills. First there must be a selection of the skills, then the teaching of skill development, and last, test-like activities, or simulations, where students must perform in reality-like situations that mirror those in actual settings.95 Variations on this main structure may include the “EDICT rhythm” (Explaining, Demonstrating, Involving, Coaching and Testing); “Social Skill rhythm” (explaining setting, practice of skills, collecting and review of data, with reinforcement); and “Simulation Rhythms” (incorporating games and simulations).96

3. The Facilitator Rhythm

With facilitator rhythms, the teaching rhythm does not focus on content; instead, the stages of growth in the development

of learning skills dictate the teaching cadence.97 One approach includes five steps to “improvement cycles” by students, including creating awareness, collecting data, choosing innovation, implementing a plan and reviewing the results.98 Other such rhythms include Problem Solving (using problems that require new ways of thinking); Project Based (learners define, develop and evaluate a project); and Team Building (active group participation and development).99 Overall, the steps focus on the process of building skills rather than on completing a desired end result.

4. The Delegator Rhythm

Since the goal of the delegator is to incorporate students’ learning into personal growth, the rhythm of such a class is clearly integrated with students’ personal development.100 The rhythm incorporates students’ prior experiences and is connected to their future growth.101 One approach for the delegator classroom involves 12 steps:

1) Pose a problem, 2) reflect on the problem, 3) skill development exercises, 4) reports & dialogue, 5) synthesis of responses & second level problem posing, 6) skill development exercise II, 7) reports & dialogue II, 8) integrating (thematic) materials, 9)

96 Id.
97 Id.
98 Id.
100 Id.
interim evaluation, 10) dialogic presentation, 11) learner response, 12) development of solutions. 102

This rhythm is designed to assist learners in transforming themselves through deeper analysis. 103

These curriculum-planning approaches and teaching rhythms are meant to get professors started on approaching the material to cover with students. They can be easily and effectively applied to the legal writing classroom.

III. APPLYING TEACHING STYLES TO THE LEGAL WRITING CLASSROOM

When teaching first year legal research and writing (LRW), or any variation on that course, professors often discuss how it is simply “different” and how the course itself has had to struggle to find its place in the law school curriculum. 104 First and foremost, professors note the huge time commitment that the course involves compared to other, “substantive” based courses in law school. 105

102 Id. (citing IRA SHOR, EMPOWERING EDUCATION: CRITICAL TEACHING FOR SOCIAL CHANGE 237-53 (1992)).

103 Id.


105 At Nova Southeastern University (NSU), our first year program is entitled Lawyering Skills and Values, (LSV) and covers six credits of research, writing, skills and ethics over the first two semesters. See Shepard Broad Law Center, Nova Southeastern University, Lawyering Skills and Values, available at http://www.nsulaw.nova.edu/lsv (last visited Apr. 6, 2003).
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The distinctions between LRW and other first-year courses are frequently clear and numerous. 106

First, for many students, their LRW course is the only course in which they may be required to complete assignments throughout the semester, rather than only taking a single evaluative exam at the end of the course. 107 Not only are students required to complete assignments throughout the semester, but in most cases, they receive direct feedback on those assignments, in the form of grades or comments directed at the work.

This feedback element is critical both to students’ perceptions that LRW is “different” and to the huge time commitment required of teaching the course. 108 Students, full of anxiety and stress about the law school experience in general, often channel all of their distress into a reaction to the only grade they have received in one course. As such, the impact of the grade or

106 Interestingly, over the last decade in Canada, half of Canadian law schools in one survey taught legal research and writing in a distinct course, while half integrated the skills into another first year substantive course. This clearly changes the dynamic of the classroom and how teaching legal writing is approached. Maureen F. Fitzgerald, What’s Wrong with Legal Research and Writing? Problems and Solutions, 88 LAW LIBR. J. 247, 249 (1996). In addition, as recently as 1993, the idea of teaching practical skills like legal research began to evolve rapidly in the law school curriculum. Eileen B. Cohen, Teaching Legal Research to a Diverse Student Body, 85 LAW LIBR. J. 583, 583 (1993).


108 Many law students have complained about a lack of concrete feedback during the semester. Bateman, supra note 33, at 416.
feedback can be much greater than its true academic implication, which usually is just a small percentage of a final course grade. The impact is frequently perceived by professors teaching LRW as a change in the personal relationship between student and professor — and generally not for the better.\textsuperscript{109} LRW teachers spend enormous amounts of time creating feedback for students, and much has been written on finding the appropriate level of feedback in such assignments.\textsuperscript{110}

But the feedback aspect is not the only distinction between LRW courses and “substantive” courses. LRW courses usually carry fewer credits than other first-year courses, despite the heavy workload of assignments involved for students in them. These courses also frequently run for a full academic year, whether in two distinct courses with the same professor all year, or one continuous course. Therefore, when students return for the second semester of law school, they face several new teachers with whom they must begin to develop a dynamic, compared with continuing an already established classroom situation.

Those who teach LRW often hold a different, lower status in the faculty than those teaching other substantive courses.\textsuperscript{111}

\textsuperscript{109} At NSU, first year LSV professors have often made it a practice to have students complete their semester evaluations of the professor before receiving the grade on their first major assignment of the semester, for concern that that despite a semester’s worth of teaching.

\textsuperscript{110} See, e.g., Lisa Griffin, \textit{Teaching Upperclass Writing: Everything You Always Wanted to Know but Were Afraid to Ask}, 34 GONZ. L. REV. 45 (1999).

such authority figures governing any other first year subjects. 116

Students may relate differently to those in charge of the classroom when they are aware of these differences.117

In many schools, all of these differences between LRW classrooms and other first year courses can continue to lead students to think of the LRW classroom in a different way, almost like a “homeroom.”118 Frequently, student organizations, such as law reviews, moot court or student government, will make requests for a few minutes of class time to make announcements, which diminishes the importance of class time in many students’ minds. Since there is such personal interaction for a longer period of time, and the subject matter more closely approximates the practice of law, students in the class often ask their professors “real-life” personal legal questions or even questions about their study or employment during or after law school, often during class time when the focus is on another subject.

Also, the LRW classroom usually incorporates a component not found in other first year classes — the individual

---

116 2003 Survey, supra note 115, at 23. One hundred and forty one of the 165 programs that responded to the question regarding Directors indicated that they did have a professional with direct responsibility for the design, implementation and supervision of the LRW program.
117 2003 Survey, supra note 115, at 41. The survey noted that of the 155 responses to the question regarding faculty title, 73 responses indicated that the person teaching legal writing held either the title of “Instructor” or “Professor, Associate, or Assistant Professor of Legal Writing.” In addition out of the 259 responses to a question regarding size and location of LRW offices, 109 responses indicated that the LRW offices were either smaller than other professors’ offices, less desirable in location, or segregated from the rest of the faculty. Arguably, students will notice these distinctions.
118 See Farley, supra note 113, at 556.

---
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student-faculty conference. These conferences can have great importance, to further individualized instruction and create mentoring situations.119 Students can truly benefit from this open kind of discussion to assist them in working through the new kinds of work experienced in LRW.120 While it has been argued that conferences can benefit all first-year students throughout all of their course work, generally, these kinds of one-on-one relationships are only routinely developed for the entire class in the LRW setting and are quite time consuming.121

These differences can lead the legal writing professor to approach his or her class differently as well. While the subject matter of other first-year courses can generally be taught the same way year-to-year, using the same class notes and materials, LRW generally cannot.122 In most situations, LRW teachers prepare an entirely new set of assignments, either from scratch or built off of older assignments, each year for students, while “substantive” course teachers may only need to prepare one new exam each semester.

Such assignments generally include a “closed universe objective memorandum” (research given to students); an “open
universe objective memorandum” (students also perform research); a persuasive memorandum to a court (either pre-trial or appellate); as well as a host of accompanying research and citation exercises. Each year, the assignments, even if “recycled,” must be updated to reflect current law or rules, and must use appropriate resources or jurisdictions that the student will be able to access in any particular year.

The focus on these assignments and their preparation are necessary parts of the course, but serve to diminish the focus by professors on educational approaches to the material. At its core, LRW can and should be treated with the same educational approaches as any other course that is taught in law school. Despite the factual differences detailed above, some have said that the lines drawn between “doctrinal” and “skills” courses owe more to perception than reality.123 Author and Professor Amy Sloan, in her address to the Third Biennial Conference of the Association of Legal Writing Directors, identified five pedagogical goals that were common to all types of law school classes. First, both types of classes use syllogisms to approach legal problems.124 Second, all courses use expression in the classroom to create knowledge.125 Third, actual black letter law is conveyed in each class.126 Fourth, the classes all serve as modes to develop adjustment and

socialization of students into the legal community.127 Last, both kinds of courses need to take into account students’ learning styles.128 As such, the basic needs of all law courses can be seen as similar.

The legal writing class, with its diverse coverage of concepts, skills and personal development, actually requires a professor to use all of the above detailed curriculum approaches and rhythms to successfully reach students and prepare them in their roles as budding lawyers. As some have noted, the content and pedagogy of the LRW class are “inextricably bound”; assignment preparation, no matter how individually time-consuming, should not be seen as being separate from educational planning.129

Use of a variety of approaches and rhythms can assist a professor in reaching students who learn by different styles.130 If the purpose of having class time is to “maximize student learning,”131 then switching-up the pace can help reach some of the new generation of students, who have been considered to have shorter attention spans, expect breaks, and expect to have the

123 Id. at 5.
124 Id. at 6.
125 Sloan, supra note 123, at 7.
126 Soskin, supra note 104, at 891.
material broken up into smaller packages of knowledge. In addition, it has been asserted that changing the teaching methods within a class encourages different students to participate in the process. Yet, while the use of different activities has been documented in the legal writing classroom, the varied use of time does not necessarily imply a curriculum-planning approach to the subject matter, which can be instrumental to the educational experience. Some theories of law school have described the law school experience as a “Bleak Story,” the environment unpleasant, stressful, and unsatisfying. However, choosing how to approach the LRW classroom through curriculum planning and classroom rhythm can help change that perception.

A. The Formal Authority Approach and Rhythm in the Legal Writing Classroom

Despite the comparative monikers attributed to LRW and other courses — “substantive” versus “skills,” the course of Legal Research and Writing does contain substantive content that

---

103 Hateman, supra note 35, at 399.
104 2003 Survey, supra note 115, at 10. The survey detailed different teaching activities and average percentage of time spent in-class (lecture 27%; demonstrations 11.15%; individual in-class exercises 11.29%; group in-class exercises 16.55%; in-class writing 8.54%; questions, answers and class discussion 24.38%; other activities 18.06%).

---
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students must master. However, if the substance of a course is defined as “theories, principles, concepts or terms” that students need to learn, clearly there is a significant amount of substance in LRW by which a course or a unit can and should be organized, and the formal authority approach can be of use in planning.

What are these substantive LRW concepts? While not necessarily common law principles established through centuries old cases, LRW content is equally important as it relates directly to the teaching and practice of law. Students learn the research system — not just the skill of developing research, discussed below — but absolute facts and principles: the system of Case Reporters, Shepard’s, and codification of statutes. Students learn other concrete principles, such as precedent, stare decisis, and authority. They learn facts and figures about court set-up and structure. Students may learn about the documents which a lawyer drafts and may be required to factually understand the key elements of an objective memorandum, persuasive memorandum, demand letter, client advice letter, mediation or negotiation statement, complaint, or interrogatory. The pieces of knowledge are not merely tools to an end within a legal problem — they represent specific pieces of substance, which the lawyer must comprehend before tackling the skills involved in creating them.

Several first-year courses cover ethics, either the ABA Model
Rules or state-specific rules that govern the conduct of attorneys. This knowledge clearly has substance unto itself, as students are generally required to take an entire “substantive” course later in law school (Professional Responsibility) and in most states will be tested directly on this knowledge in the Multistate Professional Responsibility Examination as part of admission to the Bar.

Therefore, the formal-authority approach can work in teaching parts of LRW. LRW professors first must set goals for presenting this information. As discussed above, goals are not necessarily the detailed course objective — in this situation, assignments with measurable outcomes — but rather the purposes and values of the information. It is critical that students know why they are gaining this information, not just the information itself.

Once a teacher has set goals, he or she must create specific lesson plans for precisely measuring the accomplishment of each goal. In LRW, this plan should include means by which to present this information, whether through lecture, discussion or independent, out-of-class reading. The professor must use specific lessons to build to an objective. For example, in LRW, the overall goal may be to assure that students know the resources available to attorneys. The objectives may be more specific — to understand primary authority, secondary authority, or precedent. The specific lessons that the professor should create will individually cover each of those objectives, in turn sequentially and logically. Finally, students should be evaluated both formatively (feedback to students to improve performance as they are working through material); and summatively — a final testing that the student has completed which is evaluated for a grade.158

The rhythm of formal authority teaching can follow a model of four phases. First, professors should select the content. The choice of content is considered crucial to the teaching of the LRW course.140 For example, which resources will be taught, and which will not? Several legal writing programs cover state resources in one semester and federal the next; some cover secondary sources all year, while others only barely introduce them. Should regulations and session laws be taught in detail or should the focus be on codified statutes and cases? These decisions must be made in the content selection phase, as the class teaching rhythm cannot be established without such clearly defined selections.

Second, teachers must present content systematically. For example, it is wholly illogical to teach Shepard’s before teaching case reporters, but some programs introduce case reporters before the digests, which are used to find cases. Some programs teach case reporters before statutory codes, while others reverse the procedure. Presenting content “systematically” does not necessarily dictate that there is one correct way to do so; rather, only that the presentation is logical unto itself and well planned. Consideration of material distribution is important at this point — will students follow along with prepared materials? Will they have access to specific notes as guides? Those decisions will also affect

158 Formal Authority Approach, supra note 49.
the rhythm of the classroom and how concepts are presented. Third, professors need to incorporate a system for evaluating student progress formatively (as the work is forming) into the classroom time. Again, if the goal is understanding resources, with a specific objective in primary sources, the rhythm of the class should include time built-in for evaluation of this knowledge, while it is still being disseminated. Students may do short exercises which test their knowledge of resources, such as features in a case reporter or digest, and get feedback on that specific portion of their knowledge before being required to demonstrate knowledge of the reporter system from start to finish.

In other situations, such as planning to teach ethical rules, students may have an overall goal of learning about the ethical behavior of attorneys, with specific objectives of learning how attorneys must ethically relate information to clients. Lesson plans may further break down this objective into specific ethical rules. Students need to be evaluated formatively by perhaps being quizzed on each individual rule before being required to use the collection of rules in a broader context.

Last, students must apply their knowledge of the content in a final evaluative setting. This setting may take several approaches, such as a final version of a paper on ethics that is graded and counted toward the final course grade; or a final examination that tests objective knowledge on the subject, such as “resources” or specific ethical rules.

143 Seein, supra note 104, at 894.
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How is this different from the current approach to teaching in the legal writing classroom? The formal authority teaching style can help teachers focus on setting clear boundaries for students, which can be important in establishing “control” of the classroom.144 Law students respond well to boundaries and understanding how a classroom is working, which can help them to further their educational experience.145 With the heavy emphasis placed on LRW being a “skills” course, it is possible that these traditional, formal course-planning and rhythm issues have been overlooked by many of those teaching the course which only serves to emphasize the “difference” between LRW and other courses in students’ minds. By considering the formal authority approach in constructing their syllabi and day-to-day course materials, LRW professors can ensure that the substantive knowledge included within this course is communicated effectively.

B. The Demonstrator Approach and Rhythm in the Legal Writing Classroom

However, LRW class also does seek to teach “skills,” and thus can benefit from other planning approaches. One unique aspect to LRW class is the ability to teach certain kinds of information through doing, with the desire for the end result being

---

both "the ability to do" and the substantive knowledge of any particular subject necessary to answer a particular question. While many aspects of legal research represent independent substantive pieces of knowledge, the purpose of that knowledge is often to connect it to a skill that can be performed repeatedly. In LRW class, students perform their skills towards a substantive goal. For example, if students are assigned an "open" objective memorandum about adverse possession in Georgia, students must first learn concrete information both about memoranda and resources in Georgia (possibly best through the formal authority approach) before being able to learn the law of Georgia on this topic to answer the question, through the performance of a skill — legal research itself. The demonstrator model focuses on the learning of the ultimate answer through the actual doing of skills, as opposed to the more formal method of presentation. This approach of combining the learning of a subject through doing is not new — the "writing to learn" movement has been discussed as far back as the 1960's.  

In such an assignment, students are given clearly defined

[140] Syverud, supra note 141, at 248.  
[141] The choice of an assignment's goal is almost endless for a LRW course. However, it has been noted that LRW faculty can and should choose assignments to further that professor's personal and professional goals, while still meeting other requirements of the classroom. Liener, supra note 136, at 284.  
[142] Laurel Currie Oates, Beyond Communication: Writing as a Means of Learning, 6 J. LEGAL WRITING INST., 1, 2 (2000).  
produce a better final product.

The rhythm of teaching in the demonstrator approach is to have the unit organized around the skills, an easy fit with most LRW curricula. Teachers must first select the appropriate skills, such as research and citation, and then teach skill development. Often in the demonstrator approach, teachers will want to model the skills — in LRW this can easily be done through a labeled walk-through in class or PowerPoint presentation showing the method for each skill. It has been written that law school has a lack of “visual learning” in the classroom, but that the visual method can assist in reaching additional students, as it has done in other educational areas. The demonstrator approach to unit planning is ripe with opportunities to reach students in this way, by using visual effects to help students to do skills. Finally, the skill should have an evaluatory test-like activity — the actual exercises themselves that are graded by the professor, and a final result that also is graded.

Another approach to this skill-based substantive learning might be the “EDICT Program,” in which an LRW professor could first explain the skill, such as researching, then demonstrate it by a walk-through, but then incorporate student involvement in the learning of that skill. Two further steps in the expanded “EDICT”

---

146 Legal research has generally been taught with a compartmentalized, approach of individual research-units ultimately tied together in a system. See Eileen B. Cohen, Using Cognitive Learning Theories in Teaching Legal Research, 1(3) PERSP. TEACHING LEGAL RES. & WRITING 79 (1993).

147 Dairymple, supra note 130.
working during their course time. The law of torts or contracts, for example, are areas on which the student may be tested on a Bar exam. Yet, although LRW is not on the Bar exam, researching, writing, counseling clients or conducting interviews, and knowing how to behave ethically, are skills which the student will need to reproduce in different circumstances innumerable times throughout their careers. Thus, the facilitator approach is quite useful.

The difference in perspective between the demonstrator approach and the facilitator approach in the legal writing classroom can depend largely on the program as set up by the school, program director or individual. Some programs focus on the substance presented in the class, while others de-emphasize it. At NSU Law, substance plays into the equation: the first semester of our LSV course focuses on transactional problems, and the second presents the skills in a litigation based setting. In addition, the evaluation of the final product can also serve as a clue as to the focus of the course. Professors may choose to evaluate a memorandum of law, for example, in different ways — by holistic overall letter grades or by specific points allocated to different accomplishments within the memorandum. A memorandum graded by specific points that allocates more points to the answering of a question through the finding of law — what law was found, how was it interpreted, and what arguments were generated from the law — may be more centered in the demonstrator approach. By contrast, a memorandum that allocates more points to the actual writing — whether it is clear and concise with an analysis that connected facts and rules to make cohesive arguments (rather than the substance of the arguments under the law) — is an indicator of using the facilitator approach model.

Additionally, there may be isolated skills taught throughout the LRW course that are not linked to a final substantive answer. The teaching of these skills is not necessarily improved by doing so. For example, students could be directed to find periodical articles using electronic resources, to locate court rules for a specific jurisdiction, or to learn shepardizing of cases by using on-line resources. The professor is in fact not interested in the final answer to a question, but rather in the use of the skill so that it can be replicated. This view of LRW, with a focus on the “cookbook” approach of learning processes, can be found in traditional LRW texts.

Finding a facilitator rhythm in the legal writing classroom can present difficulties. Many students experience difficulty in putting together information learned in law school when they are supposed to be connected, such as with the elements of a tort. Deliberately structuring the rhythm of a course with no intended substantive connection can, therefore, be quite frustrating to students, who may be unable to see the big picture of using the skill later in their career as a sufficient motivator for learning it now. As the stages of individuals’ learning must dictate the order of teaching, professors also must be careful to structure the isolated learning of skills in an order that makes sense within itself. So
while students may not yet understand how shepardizing can ultimately help them answer a legal question, they can see it as part of the case law finding process.

Such a skill-for-its-own-sake approach may also work in the context of teaching students how to interview or counsel clients. Nearly all client interview materials discuss the "funnel technique" of attorneys, in which mass amounts of information that clients may give are directed into a narrowed point. In learning client interviewing skills generally, the information the client gives in a simulation is not ultimately relevant, but the ability of the student to "funnel" is. Because of the nature of the isolated skills being learned, teacher-created materials may be helpful to students in seeing how the steps to a skill fit together, and how the skills fit into the course as a whole.

The facilitator approach, on its own, serves to highlight the differences that may exist between the manner in which LRW is taught in the first year of law school as compared with other first-year courses. Legal writing teachers have been encouraged to approach the skills classroom as a coach would approach sports' skills instruction. The context of the facilitator approach, this sports analogy makes sense: no two sporting contests will be exactly the same, but the sports trainee will be able to call upon "game" skills learned in practice situations. So, too, should the

---

184 Sosin, supra note 104, at 892. The "cookbook" approach advocates teaches students to follow a "recipe" to learn skills, which can then be duplicated.


---
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student draw upon "legal" skills for use in solving any legal problem.

In fact, both the facilitator approach and the demonstrator approach are used in other upper-class level skills-based courses during law school. The use of both approaches should be considered carefully within the ultimate goal of any LRW program.

D. The Delegator Approach and Rhythm in the Legal Writing Classroom

The last approach and rhythm to consider is the least established within the law school environment. Generally there is not a lot of focus on "personal growth" in the first year curriculum of law school. However, in a course that teaches skills, ethics, and gives personal feedback, helping students to develop as future members of the Bar may be appropriate. Whenever ethics is an integral part of a course, students must learn to assimilate and absorb these ethical requirements and make them part of their personal habits.

One such method of approaching this personal growth may be in giving specific lessons in professionalism and behavior by lawyers through LRW assignments. Many in the legal profession bemoan the lack of professionalism by new lawyers — for example, knowing how to speak with clients, members of their law firms, and judges — yet do not take the time and effort to
teach professionalism to new lawyers.\textsuperscript{110} Professionalism is a basic responsibility of lawyers in protecting the rule of law and serving within its bounds.\textsuperscript{112} Some consider educating prospective lawyers about professionalism before they enter the bar as critical.\textsuperscript{113} As there has been an attempt to document both the decline in civility in the legal profession and the subsequent harm caused by it, teaching professionalism is sensible.\textsuperscript{114} The legal research and writing classroom may be the ideal forum for these lessons.\textsuperscript{115}

Professionalism is generally a "set of values, ideas, and attitudes shared by a group of professionals," which, in the law school setting, distinguishes attorneys, or attorneys-to-be from non-attorneys.\textsuperscript{116} As part of becoming lawyers and being trained in professionalism, students must master different kinds of learning and develop their capacity for independent "critical thinking."\textsuperscript{117} In addition, students must understand the values of the legal profession.\textsuperscript{118}

Some believe that "[p]rofessionalism must be enhanced."\textsuperscript{119} LRW offers many opportunities for scripted discussions on professional growth, in the context of a diverse collection of areas, from client interviewing and counseling, to billing, and even oral arguments before a court. It is important to remember that the delegator approach focuses on neither the content of these skills nor the learning of the skills themselves. Rather, it focuses on the personal behaviors that come with experiencing them and learning from doing them. By following the 12-step rhythm, professors can pose a problem, such as how to handle a difficult client, and ask students to reflect on it. Then, professors can build skill exercises around handling the situation, all the way through evaluating students on their abilities to handle certain professionalism related situations. The discussion format of material presentation seems particularly well-suited to this approach, as these discussions will surely build from a general agenda presented to students. Students in this rhythm grow through specific learning and the LRW professor can plan for this learning by using the delegator approach and rhythm of class.

IV. CONCLUSION

There are many approaches to teaching in the LRW classroom. The important consideration is not determining which approach is most appropriate, but whether there is a reasoned and well-planned curriculum and rhythm to the classroom at all.

To further the experience of students in the LRW classroom and those teaching them, there are a few suggestions for implementing curriculum planning and rhythm. First, if the

\begin{footnotes}
\item[110] See Lienert, supra note 136, at 287.
\item[113] Id. at 517.
\item[115] Id. at 896.
\item[116] Kissam, supra note 151, at 256.
\item[117] Kissam, supra note 151, at 257.
\item[118] Kissam, supra note 151, at 260.
\item[119] Lang, supra note 152, at 509.
\end{footnotes}
program has a director, that person could incorporate general
curriculum and course rhythm discussions into regular meetings
with the LRW teachers. The group could consider bringing in an
educational specialist to assist the team, or simply use their own
resources to implement guidelines.

Second, LRW professors individually should consider
activities and approaches in planning individual class sessions.
When considering a unit, the entire unit should be planned out with
a curriculum approach and then what objectives or skills will be
used to accomplish it, as well as evaluation techniques to bring the
unit together cohesively.

Last, LRW professors need to continue to work within their
schools to have the field of LRW recognized as an important
educational component of legal education and to diminish the
appearance of a distinction between the educational importance of
this course and others. As institutional perspectives change,
student perceptions will follow and thus open a new possibility of
bringing the educational experience together for professors and
students. Being aware of and using teaching styles, curriculum
planning, and course rhythms can help legal writing teachers to
accomplish this goal.